**CRO-BIOBANK**

The CRO-Biobank (Aviano) was founded in 2006 to collect and preserve biological samples (for example, blood and tissues) fundamental for cancer research purposes.

The availability of a large number of organized samples helps research because each sample can be used in many different projects by diverse scientific groups. Ordinary citizens can facilitate the collection which would otherwise take many years by simply giving their consent to donate their biological material (from the collection of blood or other biological fluids, biopsies and surgical interventions).

In this way, all citizens can become promoters of scientific research.

The procedure is very easy:

1. **Signed informed consent** (the opportunity to ask questions to trained health staff)

2. **Blood** (or other biological material) collection

3. **Freezing at very low temperatures** (–80°C o –196°C)

**AIMS OF THE RESEARCH**

Samples collected by the CRO-Biobank will be used for scientific research to help cancer prevention, diagnosis and therapy.

This type of research allows to:

- Increase the knowledge about different cancer types,
- Identify the factors that can promote their development,
- Choose a more targeted therapy based not only on the type and stage of the disease, but also on the patient’s characteristics.

For example, thanks to these studies, today there are new therapies which are no longer based on the “classic” chemotherapy, but on molecules that specifically attack only cancer cells. In this way, side effects are reduced and the possibility of healing is increased.

**TECHNOLOGY**

The management of our Biobank is well-advanced on the European scene by making use of innovative systems. For example:

- the tubes used for the biological material preservation are marked with a special barcode which allows us to identify archived samples and easily recover them;
- the freezers (in which tubes are stored) equipped with wireless alarm systems that, in case of failure, warn the Biobank managers with a sms message;
- information relating to the health of the patient are updated thanks to computer programs that allow to maintain anonymity and respect, therefore, the privacy.
- the methods used for the collection, processing and storage of biological material in the Biobank ensure that any samples remain stable for many years and also available for future research.
This project will quickly lead to a large collection of different biological samples from both healthy and sick people, which will be a valuable resource for research on different types of cancer. We strongly believe in this project and its potential, and we believe that the process of awareness that we are promoting will soon bear positive results. Every donation is a small drop which, with the commitment of all, will give a lot of new and advantageous information to improve the diagnosis and treatment of cancer.

CONTACTS
For information or questions call:
Referent: 0434/659711 (Dr. Silvia Cervo)
Biobank: 0434/659571
0434/659292
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